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ner, Middle: Herb Moss, Bob Straub, Al Snyder, Jim Rad-
cliffe, Joe Larmon; Front: Gary Fern, Bill Clark, John Pryme,
























Parker. Phil Matievic. Bob Mateja. John Schmidt
(captain). Bob Racic; Front: Gerry Gangloff. Charles Green-








ind even fellow members
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leen McDonald, Judy Kreckler. Dina Lo-
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Maria Ruatto.
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Nausete, Richard Johnson, Kevin Broderick; Kneeling: Louis
Garcia. Michael Kuzlik. Alan O'Brochta; Front: Dan Savage,
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and furthermore
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see the pretty heroic couplet!
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.vorld of ideas. . .
t is a strange and
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Duilt around nine
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practical
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how fast
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McGlynn, Paul J. Von Ebers, Frank J. Kobler.
Middle: Vincent V. Herr, S.J., Ann E. Heilman,
Leroy A. Wauck, Janice Nelson, Kathleen Sheri-
dan, Nancy McCool, Rev. Charles A. Curran;
Front: Patricia M. Barger, Homer H. Johnson,
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theatre
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cry . . . cry . . . cry . .
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of thee i sing
iphigenia in aulis
from gershwin
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Jim Marzano.
.Ms Jm
Diane Krier. Margaret Dust.
Dave Mandrgoc. Jack Brophy.




Joe Ptasinski. Bill O'Connor
Bill Baumgartner. Jim Biggins.



















































Standing: Karl Wash, Jack Nicholas, Joe Burger, John
Thorsdale, Peter Tantillo, Frank Hoban, Stan Seagren,
Tim Cullnan, Bob Racik; Seated: Bernie Bradley, Len
Digatti, Bob Dunn, Joe Daugird, Dave Barret, Terry Riccio;





Back: Jo Ann Paschen, Pat Krzyzaniak, Elaine Gorczyca,
Candy Peabody, Barbara Jerome, Jo Anne Meier, Barbara De
Bellis, Charleen Boz, Carol Schloss, Mary Ann Pfaff, Joan
Steinbrecher, Tiffany Lynn, Carol Wierzbicki; Front: Pat
Manelski, Kathy Bloom, Annetta Pagliuzza, Pat Wysocki, Karen
Goldberg, Camille Mennella, Nancy Sequin.
alpha delta gamma
First row: Frank Bourget, Paul Lamb, Vince Cook, Jerry
Luciano, Brian Tuohy, John Kavadas, Gerry Gilman, Jim
Grudeau, Mike McClellan; Second Row: John Klocham, Jose
Perez, Chuck Joseph, Dan Turran, Jim McArtle, John Clark,
Mike Mirro, Jim Falley; Back Row: Dan Lyons, Dale Dleszynski.
Tom Sommers, Don Lasica (Vice-President), Bill Ryan,
Terry Riccio (President), Bill Laville (Treasurer), Mike
Roche, Bernie Kirk.
Tom Wiscartz, Jerry Weininger, Steve Emiley, Terry
Emiley, Rick Klimas (Secretary), George Bellas, Tim
Lavin (Secretary), Bob Sabich, Dave Breese, Dominic
Calibraro, Wayne Zeillinga, Chuck Duffy.
alpha kappa lambda
Loyola had a little lamb-da
Joseph Schissler, James Laski, Gary Stanton, George Benak,
Robert Mitchel, Ron Sage, Gregory Dobrolowski, Rory Olsen,
Gerry Parker, Thomas Gray, Daniel Murphy, Eugene Blank,
Don Gasparetti, Mike Drolet, Rich Wiegel, Bruce Goodson,
George Mahoney, Tom Kling, Tony Young, Dave Coburn, Don
Doyle, Mike Coleman, Dave DeGroh, Bill Crane, Greg Woj-
ciehowski, Steve Lucek, Ken Trimble, Tom Malone, George
McCarthy.
alpha kappa psi
Back: Ron Wojcik, Bob Pernini; Second: Jim Lo-
raitis, Greg Goergen; Third: Dave Fowler, John
Determann, Joe Goldscheck; Front: Tom Podraza,
Frank Azzara.
Upper: Greg Krumpleski. Bob Scholl. Jack Nicholas. Lower:
Back: Bob Scholl, John Calandra, Gene Blaskowski, Frank
Demarco; Second: George Buchheit, Chuck Hinds, Jim Wa-
bich (Secretary), Bob Reiser; Third: Don MacKinnon, Steve
Bare, Ed Welch (Treasurer), Greg Krumpleski, Joe Buralli,
Dan Volz (Vice President); Front: Bill Dolatwoski, Steve
Swiezy, Jack Nicholas, Bob Racic (President).
alpha phi omega
George Warneck, Luke Lundmark, Dennis Hannon, James
Dowdle, Mike Wierzbicki, Jon Flynn, Joseph Burger, Joseph
Blair, Vincent Radosta (Treasurer), Paul Nieminski, Robert




Bill Llosa, Andy Brenny, Bob Zadylak. Brian Siemens, John
O'Donnell, Steve Gorman, Tom Dolan, Gene Pitaro, Tim Fa-
bian, Russ Leist, Lee Elberts, Dave Drubek, Wayne Prepura.
Mike Kennedy (Secretary), Mick Finn, Randy McKay, Pete
Tantillo (Secretary), Mark Perry, Don Koop, Gary Otto, Harry
Chiles, Ed Klima, Front: Dare Wagner, John Cullerton, Mike












Back: Phil Kotsias, Tom Adam, Fred Restarski, Ed Kulek, Chris Zaglifa, Bill Tortoriello, Randy Kemmer, Robert Glo-
Paul Weir, Karl Wash, Charles Janovsky, Mike Flesor; Front: wacki, Luis Suarez, Gerry Golubski.
Back: Joe Becker, Dave Duggan, Mike Hanley, Russ Calandra,
Chuck Paiddock, Pat Grotto, Karl Dytryk; Front: Paul DeRosa,
Tim Hicklin, William Macey, Vince Gianfortune, Tony Guido.
delta sigma pi
Back: Vincent Andrews, Jerome Fritz, Bernard Bradley, John Swiderski, Renato
Gary Najdowski, Jim Matoszak, Bill Dale, Bacci, Jr., Fred Hirt, William Nadey,
Paul Monell, Paul Muzereus, Donald Colby, Warner Dulski I, Paul Passaglia, Thomas
Brian McCarthy, Wayne Hampel; Front: G. Kasvin, Thomas Jacobs.
AE
pi alpha lambda
Back: John Molley, Stan Seagren, Chuck Lagoski, Bill Buck-
man, Bill DeNicolo, Rick Ulbrich, John Heuser, Bob Moretti,
Bob Spellman. Front: Mel Thillens, John Garrity, Phil Hada-
mik, Tom Ziemba. Sam Amirante, Glenn Lucht, John McGillen.
phi kappa theta
Phil Tracy, Jack Glynn, Bill Garrity
(vice-president).
Front: Willie Brown, Frank Scafuri (historian). Jack Sullivan; Back:
Paul O'Kelly, John Thoresdale (vice-president), Bob Salitore, Chuck
Barsano (secretary)
Ed Kavanaugh, Tony Neri, Len Digate (President).
SAVES
sigma pi
Back: Paul Tomich, (Secretary), Larry Mihm (Treasurer),
Bob Dunn (President), Joe Ptasinski (Secretary), Kim Den-
kewalter (Vice-President), Rick Pecha, Jim Cortino; Second:
Mick Vendafreddo, Stan Biel, Garry Dindia, Jon Simonelli,
Chuck Saletta, Tom Weigand, Frank Gaudio, Jim Janis,
Bill Barzano, Ralph Mattia, Joe Ficzko, Wally Stwicki,
Vito Claps, Greg Mecaluso, Joe Zucchero; Third: Len Cronin,
Nick Ferlis, Jim Daly, Tom Drennan, Tony Benard, Fred
Pasquesi, Joe Gigante, Gil La Femina, Scotty Aiello; Front:
Anthony Mazzulla, Andy Guerriero, Denny Roziol, Ron Bar-
recca, Joe Claps, Brian Daly, Dan DelBaccio.
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Back: Dave Barrett, Luke Mueler; Middle: Brian Novak, Mat
Mele, Pat Quigley, Harley Andrewjeski, Ted Testa, Tim Cull-
man, Jack Fortini, Bill Beattie, Tom Costello, Monk Murray,
Carl Wagner; Front: Rick Benske, George Tabbot, Chuck
Hollinger, Mike Delisi, Denny Daley, Jim Biggins, Kevin Gar-
vey, Tom Schnabl.
Chuck Hollinger, Howard Miller, Brian Novak.
Back: Bill Markunis, Dan Drew, Jay Chilletti, Bill Clark, Jim
Bartolme, Frank Peters, Mike Delisi; Middle: Mike Morrisey,
John Fitzgerald, John Mueller, Lou Corna, Bryan McGowan;



















Standing: Bette Vlamis, Kathy Skowronek, Robbie Parker,
Cheryl Piccinini, Marianne O'Haughlin, Joanne Walters, Jo
Ann Paschen; Second: Maureen Brodarick, Marilyn McShane,
Kathy Stack, Sue Slingerland, Barb Fischer, Veryl Gambino,
Carol Smith; Third: Joanne Sigalos, Nancy Sequin, Carolyn
Wysocki, Janice Jarosz, Barb DeBellis; Front: Pat Stack,
Joan Riley, Nancy Seward.
Joanne Sigalos, Pat Stack, Carol Smith, Barbara DeBellis
(president), Janice Jarosz (vice president). Sue Slingerland,
Barb Fischer, Jo Ann Paschen.
kappa beta gamma









Cassandra Talso, Carol Nowicki, Mary Gillmore, Mary
Frances Korenjzk (Secretary), Elaine Gorczyca, Charlene Boz
(President), Mary Beth Hereley (Vice-President), Rita Goetz
(Secretary), Mona Swieca, Dee Patterson, Yvonne Anagnost.
phi mu
Marge Gill, Marsha Glas, Mary Grace Domagalaski, Karen
Buscemi, Ann Muldoon, Sandi Rosenblat. Pat Krzyzaniak,
Kathy VViewiora, Linda Sue Smizinski, Carol Schloss (Presi-





Back: Annette Koulmelis, Linda Azzaline, Mary Allen, Mary
Jane Archambault, Pat Manelski (President), Vicki VanEllin,
Kathy Bloom, Betty Herley; Front: Jan Meade, Mary Hoshl,
Mary Ciavarella, Sharon Fitzpatrick.
Back: Marilyn Jarvbowski, Dorian Dolley, Nancy
Williams, Kathy Barrett, Gail Dorcak, Marge Mc-
Collom, Mary Fran Dougherty, Carol Coulas, Di-
ane Duddles, Robin Connolly, Patti Fitzgerald,
Lynn Bellezzo, Sue DeRosia; Front: Sue Simons,
Sue Devlin, Marty Rodriguez, Sue Mathias, Judy








Back: Rosanne Tossing (Advisor), Nancy Turpin, Judy Dasse;
Second: Ellen Norbey, Jeanne Corbett, Christine Motzny,
Ginny Pictor; Third: JoAnne Meier, Veronica Suwe, Bernice
Sextro, Cathleen Kah (Secretary); Fourth: Mary Beth Hen-
nessy, Barbara Krai, Candy Peabody (President); Front:
Diane Jelen, Cynthia Bielinski, Pat Wysocki (Vice-President).
Back: Rosemary O'Brien, Camille Mennella, Kim Crawford,
Susan Korsack (President); Second: Patsy Cullerton, Sharon
Lautou, Joanne Deleo, Annette Pagbutze, Ann Gorowski,
Pauline Fisher; Third: Barbara Szostki, Mariellen Sweeney,
Cluly Ozournok, Kathy Waner, Geri Lalley, Janet Malchewski,
Janet Mimi; Front: Annemarie McNulty, Debbie Maloney,
Yvonne Chaurse, Kathy Podolski, Barbara Bakowicki, Laura
Acciari, Renee Pickard, Peggy Cednick, Angie Fumo, Ann-
marie Corbo, Helene Klobusab, Trudy Hidey, Julie Kirn.
kappa delta epsilon
phi chi theta
Back: Marge Longeway, Barbara Jerome, Tiffany Lynn, Kath-
leen Cigrang, Ruth Ann Liszka; Middle: Frances Bowden, Mr.
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Joseph V. Rizzo (president)














































































































































Jesuit honorary Richard W. Aaron








































































William C. Cunningham, S.J.
Lt. Col. Donald W. Gluck
Wayne F. Tinkle




































































































































































John J. Shaughnessy, Jr.









































































and lying in the shadow
of
the hancock building
(when the sun is in the west. . .)
is
delaware hall —
the high - pitched voices
and endless gossip
of its female inhabitants
is heard no more
for the administration
has decreed that
from this day forward












remember those long walks


























or baby blue lake
so many hours






















vying for the limited
office space
with faith that some day
there will be a mertz
amen

























and the dorm meeting
that always starts
at midnight














for a cold coke
(or something else)



















and not even a
sign-out sheet...




due (so it seems)
and








Jim Chamberlain, Leslie Flanagan, Gene McMahon, Larry
Prindaville, John Kimala, Paul Biebel, Steve Trobiani, Jim
Fonk, Edward Behen, Edward Wermers, Dave Benjamin, Jim
Walter, Thomas Pilat.
loyola residence women's association
Back: Pat Kauth (chairman), Ann Bollero, Barb Bednarz,
Maureen Neylon, Vicki Stachowicz, Mrs. Irene Kreuser (Ad-
visor); Front: Pat Madden, Mary Kemp, Mary Rita Coit.
max ai
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standing: Gene Mahoney, Bill Schmitt, John Landers, Kenneth
Majewski, George Slezak, Richard Habenicht, Gerald Sweas,
Carson Cox, Robert Velcich. John Swiderski; sitting: Paul
Murphy, Marianne Pfaff.
afro-american society
Back: Ray Watsen, Elaine Davis, Mary Frances Berry, Felicia
Jeter, Shirley Griffin, Sheryl Kynard; Fifth: Willette Romious,
Brenda Howard, Cecelia Jackson, Arlene Harvey, Norvella L.
Reid; Fourth: Yvette LeGrand, Juanita Warner, Gracian Vital,
Gloria Hill, Mary Montgomery, Margaret Dean Trapps; Third:
Deborah Spears, Grace L. Quinn, Chantal Alston. Deborah Nor-
wood, Rita Pinnick, Billy C. Beal; Second: Adrienne Jackson,
Gueen Craig, Marcia English, Barbara Mosley; Front: Clifford
W. Waddy, Sharon A. Adams, Harry Smotherman.
american chemical society
Back; Mary Kris Sopocko, Marge Trop, Joyce Scaletta. Donna
Niemann; Second; Jill Meyer, Andy Bajkowski, John M. Auto-
lak, Ed Antogholi; Third; Trisha Johns (secretary), David Long,
Theresa Mackin, Frank Cassaretto (moderator); Front: John
M. Krasniewski (treasurer), Robert Matusik (president), Frank
B. Tudron.
cadence
Kevin Murphy, Peggy Casse, Terence O'Kelly (Editor), Kay Michels.
chardin anthropological society
Back: Ben Perrino, Frank Harrold, Ian Cameron, Michael Janet Hill (president), Susan Wallach; Front: Michael Belluzzi,
Smogor, Jeff Gruber; Middle: Paulette Karolewski, Sandra John Tandarich, Adrian Natalini.
Lazzarz, Ginny Sobanski, Gloria Rotunno, Mary Sheahan,
christian life community
Back: Mike Cowan, Cathy Guglielmucci, Dan Boyle. Tim Reu-
land (President); Fr. John T. Dillon, S. J. (Moderator), Mary
Kathleen Kane. Joan Yanz (Secretary). Rita Johnson, Rita Na-
gel; Seated: Coreen McNamara, Vicky Stachowicz (Secretary);
Front: Terry Dolphim, Sue Kennedy, Murph Hartnett. John
Lavigne (Vice-President).
circle k
*nCt.' \l ji it', i? £>*>-<"• "C Jfti-.
Ken Ofiara, Walt Kramer, Tony Zirich, Randy Symons (brain
damaged child with whom the club has worked), Kathy Morgan,
Chris Lukas (President), Marc Bermann, Bill Hampes, James
Rosenberg, Shari Lemcke (sweetheart).
coed club
."&£.
Mary Gillmore, Anna Marie Forner, Mary O'Rourke, Sharon
DiVita (Treasurer), Rita DuBois, Dee Patterson (President),
Sharon Ann Migals (Vice-President), Paggy Dernbach, Eliza-




Back: Ed Resteghcne, Vince Giangrego, Louis Panico, Walter
Buford, Charles Barranco, John Brandenburg, Robert Paw-
lyshyw, Dr. B. G. Gross (director); Third: Maureen Crimmins,
Bettina Gembala, Gloria Davis, Marina Zolotow, Susan Russo,
Connie Pascucci; Second: Marilyn Jakubowski, Mary Ann
Ruzich, Merle A. Stephens, Frances Hahn, Maria Pacocha,
Ingred Wallace; Front: Robert Murphy, Larry Hickey, David
Brockman, Herbert Allen, Randall Cronk.
curtain guild
Back: Chris Mathisen, Regina O'Brien, John Ostrander, Mary Bridget
Datz, Patrick McGownd, Carole Ocwieja, Sheldon Safir, Kathleen McGin-
niss. Front: Jerome A. Rossetti, Michael A. Carpita, Bernard E. Whit-
ney, Jr., Linda Gerbac (President), William J. Norris (Vice-President),
Marybride Dorgan, Kathy Pantelakis, Raelica Mirus, Mary Ellen Mc-
Garry, Eileen Neiberg, Tim Shine, Doug Guthrie, John E. Mohrlein.
debate
Standing: Mrs. Ruby de Gryse (assistant coach), Tighe
Zimmers, Victoria Wagner, Sue Barnes, Joe Cotugno, Jerry
Angst, Keith London, Steve Smierciak, Bill Sipple, Brian
Forgue, Lou Wolff; Seated: Mike Crotty, Linda Wawzenski,
Bill Cummins (vice president). Bill Haley (president).
drill team
Back: Cliffton Lewis, James Brown; Third: Ronald Glosniak;
Second: James Morrill. John Domke; Front: Marilyn Ernst,
Coleman Peterson (commander), Edward Phillips.
Back: Lawrence Kendzior, Raymond McGarr; Third: Lawrence
Terrel, James Daleo, Casimir Lorenc; Second: Gregory Ber-
nacki, Thomas Posey; Front: William Frank, John Cook, Capt.
George Perino (moderator).
ted evans
When I quit this mortal shore
and mosey round this earth no more
Don't weep, don't sigh, don't grieve, don't sob;
I may have struck a better job
Don't go and buy a large bouquet
for which you'll find it hard to pay
Don't hang around me feeling blue
I may be better off than you
Don't tell folks that I was a saint
or anything you know I ain't
Ifyou have stuff like this to spread
please hand it out before I'm dead
Ifyou have roses, bless your soul,
just pin one on my button hole
But do it while I'm at my best




















Daniel Keding, Richard Eiles, George Rumachik, Tim Matz,
Richard Heiss, Joseph Keslin, Charles Haeflinger, David Bir-
ren, Karl Dytrych, Birger Brink-Lund, Bill Frank, Peter
Fricano, Edward Martin, Jim Fitzpatrick, Gerald Golubski,
Chester Kloss.
historical society
Back: Elfriede Wedam (Secretary), Richard W. Strattner
(Moderator), James Breckenridge (Vice-President), Janice
Harding (Treasurer), James Galivan; Front: Robert Mishlove
(President), Tony Elvikis. Susan Olenski, Arthur Lee Gilbert.
honors council
Front: Carolyn Wysocki, Joan Riley, Larry Trzupek, Michael
Maher, Ellen Rinaldo; Back: Dave McMahon, Richard Moser,
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Virgil H. Simons, Michael Deroan, William Reynolds, Sylvester Davis, Richard J. Mandlak.
cheer leaders
Back: Marcella Pindak, Kathy Wakefield, Arlene Becker, Marie
McDaniel; Front: Sue Simons, Pat McElroy (captain), Delma
Torres, Denny LaBrecque.
loyola dance band
Back: George Borys, Tom Igielski. Rich Spira, Charles An-
derson; Second: Terry Keerking, David Duggan, Ron Manno,
Jim Roche; Front: Jeff Greens, Shelley Owens, Joel Ostrander,
Jon Simonelli, Wayne Chaddock; Standing: Jim Cisco.
Robert Maciulis, Randy Gunderson, Ted Tomczak. Anselm W. Romb, O.F.M. (moderator)
loyola news
William O'Connor (co-editor in chief)
John Murphy (co-editor in chief)
Dave McMahon (news editor) Jim Marzano (L.T. news editor)
Stephanie Jagucki (features editor)
Paul Rundquist (first semester editor in chief)
Marianne O'Laughlin (L.S.C. news editor) Lee Zimmerman (copy editor)
as?













Bonnie Zarling (business staff), Kathy Schwar, Michael Murphy (business staff). Chris Chatlos (production editor)
Suze Werner (columnist)
loyolan





(photography and scheduling editor)
Peggy Ochab (associate editor)
^
Margaret Dust (business manager)
Kathy Kane (typist)




wDave Schaab (photographer) Tish Ross (secretary)




loyola student government association
student assembly
Bach: Mary Stingley, Peggy Sexton, Robert Nixon, Suzette
Chenard; Eighth: Robert Peidini, Tim Sullivan, Jim Piszezor,
Rob Bloise, Mich Sekura, Charles Hollinger, Deborah Stefan,
Terrence Christian, Bev Baer, Richard Piwko; Seventh: James
Kiley, James McClory, Trig Urbanczyk, Zygment Lisowski,
George Kredick, Stephan Kaplan, Judy Kreckler, Mary Ellen
Segraves, Marie Bradshaw, Mary K. O'Grady; Sixth: Michael
O'Conner, Felix Niespooziewanski, John Kuhn, Norbert Kotscha,
Ron Zintak, Barb Skowronski, Edward J. Pieszchala, Charlene
Eckert, Nickolette Plude, Dave Cowl; Fifth: Doug Fink, Michael
J. Zdeb, Marcia Gross, Mark Schuster, Michael Peterson,
Tricia Kenny, Gale Yee, April Dahl, Korinne Kobold, Frank
Battaglia; Fourth: Liz Hamer, Jim Morrill, Ken Wohltmann,
Marie Gallant, Sue Kennedy, Pat Wysocki, Pat Murphy, Glenn
Guennewig, Donald Slovinsky, Wally Jakubas; Third: Kenneth
Catalanotte, Gerry Mucha, Susan Annunzio, Patti Madden,
Chris Walsh, Michael Hendricksen, Dan Weiler, Julie Schu-
macher, W. Jaeger, Sandi LoSasso; Second: Steven Bare,
Thomas Podraza, John Landers, M. J. Ciszak, Florian Pyrek,
John C. Swiderski, R. D. Hall, Delma Torres, Eva Barczyk;
Front: Mike Nigro, Mary Jane Nick.
judiciary board
Mike Crotty, Tom Yock, Sue DeRosia, Travis McClendon, Walter Stawicki
radio station
Wally Stawicki, Ed Minarich, Friar Greg
Friar Greg, Wally Stawicki
student council
Bach: Keith Strueber, Jack Brophy, Mary Kay Yock, Ed
Wermers, Terry Ryan, Herb Allen, Jo Ann Paschen, Kevin
O'Connor, Tom Kelly, Bernard Bradley; Front: Joe Atkin-
son (vice-president), John Ryan (president), Mike Nigro
(vice-president), Tom Stelmack (treasurer), Dave Fowler,
John Carney, Mary Rita Coit.
student council executive board
Tom Stelmack (treasurer), Jack Stevenson (vice-president),
Mike Nigro (vice president), Joe Atkinson (vice president),
John Ryan (president), Pat Kauth (secretary).
marketing club
Back: Steve Lison, Bob Neilson, Russ Parker, John Storey,
Mike Bouchek, Frank Zajak; Front: Robert Bonk, Lorrie Jor-
dan, Philomina Reda, Tiffany Lynn, Bill Hajek. Lower' Right:
Jim Marzano (President), George Marinier, Jim Daly.
math club
Standing: Frank Pease, Pat Pruitt, Sandy Rocchi, Benita Zar-
ling, Linda Aykroid, Fred Stumbaugh. Sealed: James Novosel,
Diane Magrini, Dave Plesh, Mr. George Dorner.
men's and women's rifle team
Bach row: Philip Pokryfke, Bill Nuzbach, Capt. Robert L. Scott
(Moderator), Robert Alberico, Jim Canik (Captain); Front row:
Chester Klos, Jim Matz, Edward Martin, Paul Kempf, Jim Fitz-
patrick.
Back: Cathy Woods, Linda Walker, Mary Beth Lubbers, Pat Del
Debbio, Mary Roth, Rosemary Michniewicz, Mary Joanne Watson;
Front: Bonnie Lenihan, Pat Slomka (secretary-treasurer), Chris
Frigo, Judy Baron (captain). Captain R. Scott (moderator), Gil Frias,
Joyce Sakoda, Fran Henrichs.
italian club
Back: Charles Di Martino, Gregory J. Riccio; Middle: Friar
Greg Urbiel, Dina Losurdo, Kelly Konchar, Kathy Pantelakis,
Kathy O'Rourke, Sandra Lazarz, Benedict Perrino (president);
Front: Frado Parrilli, Gary Dhein, Joe Keslin.
united world federalists
Linda Stevens, Diane Smith, Peggy Hall
physics club
Don Venhavs, Ed Erxleben (Treasurer), Sigmund Eisenschenk,
Joe Maciejewski (Vice-President), Ron Kaitchuck (President),
Friar John Calgaro, O.F.M. Conv., Dr. Tubble (Mediator).
readers circle
Irene Vara, Rita DuBois, Esle Victoria Aglinskas. Sue Barnes,
Friar Bernard Waltos, Patricia Napolitano, Friar Chester
Calka.
rangers
Back: Dan Keding, John Combs, Ralph Hubbard, Larry Hill,
Ken Razinski, Ed Putis; Second: Peter Schlake, John Cova,
Joe Keslin, John Bunjor, Dean Brock; Third: John Garstaka,
Mike Gautier, Michael Kmiecik, Jim Matz, Birger Brink Lund;
Fourth: John Zakarija, Ed Martin, George Jurasik, Bob Peckny,
Pat Quinn, Chris O'Hearn, Nick Dardugno; Fifth: Enrico
Clausi, Tony Putis, Bill Radovich, Ron Skowronek, Jim Elson,
Dave Cowl; Front: James Bratsakis, Dennis Mankowski, Mich-
ael Byrne, John Brennan, John Woods, Larry Saska, Mike
Tucker.
students activities board
Back: Tom Dolan, Tom Drennan, Sue DeRosia, Kim Denke-
walter, Joe Ptasinski, Mike McCelland, Jim Marzano. Front:
Marty Moore, Frank Peters, Joann Meyer, Gary Reardon,
Barry Warren, Chris Zaglifa.
Kevin Murphy (Vice-Chairman), Diane Krier (Secretary), Ron
Weeks (Program Coordinator), Jack Stevenson (Chairman),
Jim Carson (Treasurer).
society for the advancement of management
Back: Thomas Jacobs, Greg Grisko, Peter Tortorice, Robert Pawlys-
hyn, Thomas Catullo, Dennis Gerner, John Landers; Second: Gerald
Tuzzoline, Thomas Hundson, William Cummins, George J. Slezak, Glenn
Galey, Front: Renato Bacci, Jr., Robert Kirck, Cimena Cummings.
student american dental association
Back: Robert Saffren, Dr. Richard Schmitz (moderator);
Middle: Dennis Zbylut, Dan Durchslag, Ken Trabert (pres-
ident), Frank Maggio, Dave Minkus, Ralph Esposito; Front:
Charles Proesol, Richard Zullo, James Dalise, Sandy Block
(vice president), Roger Wazman.
students for a democratic society
S442076, 543-40-2823, Ben Radford, Jr., R3889, Bob King,
William P. King, 058-36-0366, Nancy C. Seward, S-347400,
gabrielle,R1078,349-38-5442,S803915,331-42-5187.352-42-0119.
wasmann biological society
Back: Bill Hajduk, Carol LeCour; Second: Patricia Murphy,
Bob Smoltz, Jackie Heniff, David de Grok, Tom Castillo,
Michaeline Skiba, Jim Kardas, Ron Joyner, Matt Gasparovic,
Mary Lavieri; Third: Michael Plewa, Gerald Goethals, Peter
Szynkiewicz, Christina Schimandle, Virginia Wohltmann, Ken-
neth Wohltmann, Dennis Malecki, Tom Julian, Thomas Hal-
stead, John Corcoran; Fourth: Al Hlinak, Dan Haller, Mary
McGarr, Mary Margaret Young, Connie Gehrke, Beverly
Marcus, Ed Nicolussi, Paula Peterson, Doug Wait, Wayne
Vedeckis; Fifth: Rita Nagel, Mary Watson, Jill Meyer, Cath-
erine Schultz, Lois Jensen, Ken Buehlman, Michael Brady,
Ronald Bikus, Greg Stainer, William Korinek; Sixth: Nicho-
las Francona, Jim Andrews, Olga Obradovich, Jeanine Betz,
Dale Ulaszek, Rocco Maniglia, David Coburn, Richard Wilbur;
Front: Mark McKeigue (Vice-President), Ramona Barry
(Treasurer), Mr. Hudson (Moderator), Terri Droste (Presi-
dent), George Harris (Secretary).
ukranian club
Back: Walter Rywak, Bohdan Pawlyshyn, Andrij Demus, Jeffy
Jondzejowski; Front: Lidia Bilas, Bohdan Pauk, Joann Paschen,
Prof. Helen Malicz, Dr. V. Markus, John Werbowecky.
young republicans
NOR
Lou Nemecek, Dick Flegel, Robert Edgeworth, Joseph Folisi,
FayeDornor.
young democrats
Back: John Zeunik, Kevin Murphy, John





Robert Abhalter Linda Acciari Thomas Adams Gerald Albrecht Herbert Allen
-ZP- *s$
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Linda Allen Kathleen Amorella Vincent Andrews Harley Andrzejewski Thomas Ansbro
Angeline Antonopoulos John Anzelmo John Atkinson Rose Marie Augustine Robert Babiak
Martin Bak Ruth Baltrukenas Ronald Baran
college of arts and sciences
1969 graduates
Kathleen Barrett
Leo Barry Charles Barsano Shirley Bartusiewicz
^9* -»» ^f
* f
Carol Lynn Bashe Carlton Bashem James Bausendistel Mary Belniak
Michael Benages Charles Benevento Garry Berley Bernadette Bikus Robert Bina
^ i* IMHMllUL
Matthew Brackett Thomas Brady Bernard Bradley
arts and sciences
John Brennan Robert Brennan Patricia Brice William J. Brown
Thomas Brunet Patricia Brunkard Shirley Budzik Elaine Budisz
Barbara Bukowiecki Robert Burchett Joseph Burger Daniel Burke
---
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James Byrne Michael Byrne Daniel Callahan Ian Cameron




Margaret Casse Margaret Cednik Michael Cerza Michael Chase Christine Chatlos
arts and sciences
Thomas Chorba Yvonne Chausse Kathleen Cigrang Barbara Cisek Oswald Cizikas




Christine Connell John W. Conroy Thomas Crane Mary Creighton Richard Cremieux
Elizabeth Cronenwelt George Crosby Michael Crotty Ellen Cullen
Cimena Cummings Camille Coinieo Stanley Czahor Judith Dain
John Daley Eileen Daly Thomas Daly Raymond D'Amico
arts and sciences
Joseph Daugird Thomas Davies Jennifer Davis Dorothy DeCarlo
John DeLaney Jo Ann DeLeo Salvatore DeLonges Margaret Dernbach
•John Deutsch Vincent Didia Gary F. Dindia Ralph DiVito Joan Dixon
^
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Bernadette Dobrzycki Thomas Dolan William Dolatowski Sebastian Dolce Mary Domagalski
John Donnelly Barbara Dorolek James Dowdle Larry Doyle Marilyn Duffalo
Charles Duffy Warren Dulski James Dupris Patricia Durbin Margaret Dust
Paul Dytrich Wayne Dzien
John Egan Steve Emiley
Terrence Emiley Maria Epstein
Carol Faetz Gary Fehr Robert Ferrard Garry Fick Robert Firlit
Pauline Fischer Kathleen Fleis Kathleen Flanagan Patricia Fitzgerald Kathleen Fleiszar
Earl Flurkey Barbara Flynn Daniel Flynn William Flynn
Gail Fontana Linda Forman Anna Maria Forner
Frank Forst Carol Forster John Forsythe Rod Francis
Judith Froehlich Stanley Fronczak Gregory Furda Anthony Furlan Lewis Gagliano
Gleen Galez Stanley Gal: Edward Gallagher Nancy Gannon
Michael Ganter Sharon Gantley John Garnello Jeanne Garvey
arts and sciences
Daniel Gash Rose Marie Genna
Thomas Geoffroy Max Gerlach Dennis Gerner Terrence Gilman Mary Gillmore
Marsha (Has Diana Glenn Dianne Glynn






Maria Gregov Roger Grzybek Glenn Guennewig
Jeannine Guinta Russell Gunderson Richard Habenicht Frances Hahn
William Hajduk Claudette Hall John Hallock Mary A. Harkabus
John Harlan Warren Hastings William Haupers Joan Hawkins
Helen Hayes John Hayes Frances Henrichs Gertrude Hickey
James Hicklin Janet Hill Jane Hofherr Bernard Hollywood
Thomas Hoover Kada Hrynchuk James Hudzik
Susan Hullinger Edward Ianowski Dennis Janetzke
Philip Janicak James Janis Aram Jan Jigian Charles Janovsky
Janice Jarosz Larry Jaynes Ferrale Jilman
I
Gail Johnson Cleta Jones
M,M*M*
Trisha Johns
Joseph Joniec Christopher Jordan
John Joyce Christopher Julsrud John Kaffer Kathryn Kane
\%*iM*:M
Paulette Karolewski Michael Kasalo Thomas Kassel Terrence Kavanagh Robert Kazan
William Kazlauskas John Keefe Nancy Kelly Randolph Kemmer Thomas Kennedy
arts and sciences
Paul Kertay
Peter Kezon Daniel King Dawn King
Stephen Kiszely Robert Klebes Mardel Koch Joseph Kody
William Kohout Anthony Koller Donald Koop Mary Korenjak
Kenneth Kosowski Rita Marie Kowalczyk Dennis Koziol James Kraiss
mjinjM l ilflHlTTrr
Carol Krawiec Joann Kreus Diane Krier Theresa Krogstie
lfe*fc
Pat Krzyzaniak Anthony Kuligowski Elizabeth Kunke Edward Kuphol Ruth Kwarciany
Chris Lakowski Mary Lamberti John Landers Laura Lane
fclfe
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Linda Larson Michael Larson Donald Lasica Dennis Layth Eileen Lawler
Robert Lawrence Thomas Layden Sandra Lazarz Bonnie Leniham Brian L. Leo
Susan Lerner Terry LeRocca Ralph Levitt Stephen Lison Ruth Liszka
arts and sciences
w*:
Kathleen Littwvin Lorel Loft us
Richard Longley William Looney
f/^I
Judy Lorenc Zbicniew Lorenc
( iaJl
Joseph Lofy David Long
Orlando Topez Susan Lord
Carolyn Lorence James Luberda
Patricia Lubke Mike Luby Deborah Ludwig Janice Lundberg
Tiffany Lynn Beverley Mace-Junas William Macey Robert Maciulis
Therese Mackin Diane Magrini Michael Maher Eugene Mahoney
Gerald Maida Thomas Malecki James Mallon Ruth Manask
/P
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David Mandrgoc Patricia Manelski Michael Manley Ken Marciniek
Pat Marino Janet Marhoefer Janice Marks James Marnowski Cynthia Marshall
Kathy Martin Stephen Martin Casimira Marynczak James Marzano Aldona Masilionis
Robert C. Matesa Frank Matheu Phillip Matievic Ralph Mattia Mike Meehan
John Meiszner Camille Mennella Paula Merritt Anna Merwick Craig Mesch
Daniel Michalak Kathleen Michels John Mietlicki Lawrence Mihm
Fred Millek Kevin Miller Tim Miller Janet Mini
arts and sciences





Wayne Mraz Walter Mrozinski Brian Mulcrone
Richard Multack Roxanne Munch
Michael Murphy Paul Murphy
-n v- ;
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Leon Munro John C. Murphy John Murphy
M^tf
Paul Muzereus Laurence Myers George McArdle
Richard McBride Phillip McCanna Brian McCarthy Marcia McCarthy James McCue
Andrew McGann Robert McGann Edward McGinn
111
Thomas McKenna
Nancy McKeon Pat McLaughun Thomas McNedy
John Natunaus Jorge Navarro William McNulty




John Nicholas Paul Nieminski James Novosel
David Novoselky Bernadette Nowicki Richard O'Brien
Rosemary O'Brien Mary O'Byrne Ellen O'Connell
arts and
sciences
Frances O'Connor William O'Connor John O'Donnell
Kathy Oesterle Barbara Ogrowski Cheryl Ohzourk James O'Malley
Edward O'Meara Therese Onderisin James Ongena Dolores Orzel
tf
s
Jeaneen O'Toole Walter Owchoyuk Judy Pacion Annette Pagliuzza




Phillip Partipilo Constance Pascucci Joan Passmore
I
Cordelia Patterson Peter Paul Ron Pellegrino Harold Pelzer
MimllllHIIIIf^lU l lllHl
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Alan Pieczynski Jerome Pintard John Pionke Louis Pisano Alfred Piskorski
til Ilk
Robert Pitzaferro Frank Peters David Plesh Mike Plewa Kathy Podolski





Charles Prock Anneliese Parunkl
,
Joseph Ptasinski Grace Quinn Sharon Radloff
Christine Rakow Allen Ramirez Thomas Ray Thomas Reagan Gary Reardon
Kathy Reardon Filomena Reda Kathy Reed James Regan Mary Regan





r FOUND THE PERFECT
WOMAN,
1 COULD NOT ASK
FOR MORE,
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James Russo Marry Ann Ruzich Pat Ryan John Ryan Charles Saletta
Sheri Saey James Scapillato John Sawicki Ronald Schalke
Eileen Scheffler GregScheurich Marilyn Schilling John Schmidt Juniper Schneider
arts and sciences
Lj/AA^k\mk
Kathleen Schwar Vince Schagel Nancy Seguin Robert Serio John Shaughnessy
F*"**
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Richard Shaulis James Sheehy Michael Shemro Robert Shuter Maria Siemasko
Joanne Sigalos Mike Silvon Armand Simone Gerald Sink Richard Siwek
Margret Skidmore Robert Skipton Jon Skoog Thomas Skrabis
George Slezak Carol A. Smith Donald Smith Linda Sue Smizinski
Sharon Smith Virginia Sobanski Albert Soska Russell Soucek
James Sowka Albert Speisman Joseph Spielman Robert Sprycha
Thomas Stack Carol Stancher William Starsiak John Stec
Ail
Paul Stellato Louis Sterling Patricia Stolle Philip Storer
John Storey Cathleen Stowe Frederick Stumbaugh Charle Stumpf
arts and
sciences
Christine Stupka Louis Suarez Wayne Sochacki Rita Stronczek
kid*
John Sullivan Lucille Sullivan Mary Sullivan Michael Sullivan Robert Sullivan
Eugene Suwanski Mary Swanson Gerald Sweas Mariellen Sweeney John Swiderski
Christine Szott Audrey Tamosiunas Carolyne Thomas Mike Timpanaro Drew Tomczak
Paul Tomich Paul Tortorice Russell Tuman Gerald Tuzzolino Edward Urban
;:'•*'.' ;
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Diana Valletta Richard Vande Voort Mary Vaughan
Laura Vazquez Colette Verdon Chujit Veshasarn George Volpetti Lynda Wait
I I /,
Regina Walczak Michael Wallace Joanne Walthers Arthur Ward George Warneck
Barry Warren Clyniece Watson Linda Wawzenski Robert Wendel John Werbowecky
Gerald Wermers Christine Wessel Marianne Weyker Rosella White Bernard Whitley
Barbara Wicklund Carol Wierzbicki Lawrence Wigdzinski Curtis Wilder Gary Wilke
arts and sciences
Barbara Williams Nancy Williams Thomas Wiscarz Pamela Wiszowaty Theodore Workun
Walter Wrosinski Peter Yarema Margaret Yrigoyen Robert Zadylak Joan Zaehler
John Zagata Chrys Zaglifa Allen Zobany Kenneth Zoll Toni Zvanut
dental graduates
Ned Anderson Walter Armstrong Edward Bennette Barry Bergman David Berni
Sanford Block Dennis Bond James F. Bonick John Buehler Patrick Catullo
Allen Clare Jerry Clemons Thomas Cline Martin J. Crowley Mike Cullinan
Helmut Czuea James D'Alise Gordon Dammann Robert Dutka Archie Estey
Peter Feimer Gam Ford Stanley Franson Robert Fry Anthony Giannetti
John Gibson Richard Gleinn Don Hawrysz James Hilgers Jared Isom
)AMmM
Ronald Jawor Richard Johnson Frank Kaman Steven Karden Gregory Kledzik
^MdtM
Wayne Knieper Eugene Leonard William Madura Bruce Marcucci
Atol
Wayne Milos Daniel Miollis Richard Munaretto David Musich James McCall
William McCarthy Jack McCluskey Arthur Natvig Gary F. Neal Harry Nichols
Marshal! Olech William Omerza James Ozimek James Pfost Douglas Pierre
Thomas Poore James G. Popovich Alice Richter Vincent Rossi Dan Rudin
^H^^H^^nMiinn
Joseph Ruschelnski Alan Schneider John Schulien Charles Showalter Daniel Shute
Kenneth C. Trabert Michael Tri
Ronald Veselsky Robert M. Walley Thomas Ward David Wilson III
Robert F. Witek Mark Yamamoto Dennis Zbylut Michael P. Zibby




Richard Angelotti Richard Byrne Tom Cassidy George Cenar
Thomas Cichy David Coar Eugene Cummings John Darrah Gary Dienstag
Robert Eiden Gail Erschen Mike Fogarty Larry Freedman David Fuller
law graduates
'mMmk
Paul Gerbosi Carl Graf
Robert Henderson Anne Hennessey
Michael Grant Thomas Hannigan Ron Hartmann
itMlsA




Wayne Johnson Kathy Johnston James Kaeding Robert Kuehn Rich Levenfeld
Ray Ligocki Robert Lloyd Kenneth Marcus Richard Marston Carl Moore
mm.
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law graduates
Tom McClow Sandy Navin James O'Sullivan
Barbara O'Toole Paul Pihl
Walter Popierala Rich Prendergast John Prendiville Tom Purcell John Quinlisk
William Reilly Robert Schmitt William Schwind Donald Shine Paul Thornton
Louis Vitullo Arthur Waddy Lawrence Weppler
Si
medical graduates
W. C. Anderson Louis Assalley Roy Betti PhilC.Boysen Edward Brown
Gerard D. Cerniak Gerald Cerniak Ron S. Chudik Don Cohen Brian Condron
Kenneth Darcy David Dieteman Dennis DiSantis James Elbaor Mary Fransioli
Darren Hensleigh Charles Hillenbrand SamJampolis Joseph Kaufman
William Keefe Dennis Khonry Robert Kraus
M£M





Robert Malachoeski Robert Milas
,» I
Fred Miller Dennis Murphy
Thomas A. Stanislawski Roger Nissen Ray Palesch
n*m> **
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Sister Jeannette Piedmont Jerome Pierce James Rankin Ed Rappaport
Paul McAvoy






Karl Scheribel John Schorsch William Scott
ifcllJ
Christine Senese Michael Shapiro
Geoffrey Smoron Milton Sprang Sabato Stile Richard Stone




Diane Annweiler Mary Jane Archambault Irene Baker Judith Baron
LynneBehles Cynthia Bielinski Eleanor Birkmeier Charlene Boz
Barbara Brischle Betty Brosnan Sister Agnes Marie Brown,
O.S.F.
Roxanne Cary
Cynthia Cieplik Mary Jane Ciszek Janet Corao Jeanne Corbett
Mary Cunningham Judith Dasse Cheryl DeFontaine Carole DiLallo
nursing graduates
Philip Dominy Carol Donahue Marilyn Ernst Sharon FitzPatrick Joan Frey
Rita Goetz Elaine Gorczyca Cynthia Gunther Mary Ann Guzik Linda Halenar
Mary Harkins Mary Heimsath Kathleen Higgins Esther Hoffman Janis Hovorka
Diane Jelen Suzanne Kimaid Diane Klein Barbara Krai
Kathleen Lapinski Margaret Lescher Cathy Libert Virginia Majcherek
Sister Mary Matthew Eileen McDonald
Mary McGrail JoAnne Meier
Christine Motzny Marilyn Muldoon Brother Carl Mulholland, Thomas Nickel
C.F.A.BM|
Ellen Norbey
Linda Nykowski Mary O'Toole Christine Pacholski Candy Peabody Jeanne Podlinsek
Nancy Protrowski Linda Rasmusen Barbara Ritter Tita Roach Sister M. Susan Rose
O.S.F.
Susan Rowan Patricia Schuett Bernice Sextro Marilyn Sheridan Patricia Slomka






Kappa Delta Epsilon 4.
English
BARTUSIEWICZ, SHIRLEY ANN






DesPlaines, Illinois Personnel Mgmt.
BOZ, CHARLENE ANN
Chicago, Illinois Nursing
Kappa Beta Gamma 2,3, President 4.
BRADLEY, BERNARD FRANCIS, JR.
Oak Park, Illinois Marketing
Delta Sigma Pi 2,3,4; President 4; Inter-
fraternity Council 2,3,4; Student Asso-
ciates of Loyola 2,3,4; Executive Board
4; Loyola Student Government Associa-
tion 4; President of Class 4.
ALBRECHT, GERALD FRANCIS
Oaklawn, Illinois Accounting
Blue Key, Alpha Sigma Nu. Sigma Lamb-






Gold Torch 1,2,4, Vice President 3;
Rangers 1,2,3, Commander 4; Scabbard
ind Blade 3,4.
ALLEN, HERBERT FREDRICK
LaGrange, Illinois Political Science
President of Senior Class, Presidential
Medallino Winner 4, Alpha Sigma Nu 3,4,
Historical Society 2,3,4, Young Republi-
cans 3,4, Senate 3, Student Council 3,4,
Dorm Judiciary Board, Deans Commit-
tee 3,4, Freshman Advisory Board 4.
AMORELLA, KATHLEEN MARY
Chicago, Illinois Elem. Ed.
tSETTI.ROYJ.
Melrose Park, Illinois Medicine
Pharmacology
Phi Chi 1,2,3.4, Blue Key 3,4, Sigma Xi
3,4, Class Vice President 3,4, Student
Council 2,3,4, Vice President 4.
BICLINSKI, CYNTHIA JOYCE
Chicago, Illinois Nursing
Alpha Tau Delta 2,3,4, Panhellenic 3.
BRISCHLE. BARBARA JEAN
Elmhurst, Illinois
Loyola Concert Choir 2.
Nursing
BROWN, WILLIAM JAMES
Chicago, Illinois Political Science
Circle K Vice President 2,3; Afro-
American 3,4.
ANZELMO, JOHN ANTHONY
Chicago Heights, Illinois Chemistry







Modern Language Club 1; Young Republi-
English cans 2,3; SNEA Secretary 3,4; Circum-









Judo 1, United World Federalists 1,2,
Women's Rifle Team 1,2, Fine Arts Com-
mittee 3,4, Class Vice President 3,4.
BARAN, RONALD BERNARD
Chicago, Illinois Dentistry




Phi Kappa Theta 1,2,3,4, Wasmann Bio-
logical Society 1,2,3, Phi Sigma Tau 3,4.
BIRKMEIER, ELEANOR E.
New Lothrop, Michigan Nursing
BHUDENSTEL, JAMES JOHN
Evanston, Illinois Accounting
Beta Alpha Psi 3, President 4, Beta
Gamma Sigma 3, President 4, Accounting
Club 3, Finance Club 3, Society for the
Advancement of Management 3.
BLAIR, TERRENCE LEE
LaPorte, Indiana
Tau Delta Phi 2,3,4.
Marketing
BLUME, SISTER CLARA ANN
Wheaton, Illinois Personnel Mgmt.
BOWDEN, FRANCES HOWERTON
Evanston, Illinois Personnel Mgmt.
Society for the Advancement of Manage-




Wasman Club 1; Kappa Beta Gamma 1,2,




Loyola News 1,2, Copy Editor 3, Pro-
duction Editor 4; Circumference 3,4; Pi
Delta Epsilon 3,4; Honors Council Presi-
dent 2,3.
CROTTY, MICHAEL FRANCIS
Baltimore, Maryland Political Science
Loyola Intercollegiate Debate Assoc. 1,
2,3,4; Young Republicans 1; International
Relations Club 3, Secretary 4; Student
Judiciary Board Chief Justice 3,4; Loyola
News 3,4; Delta Sigma Rho 3,4.
BUKOWIECKI, BARBARA ANN
Chicago. Illinois Education





Alpha Phi Omega 2,3, President 4.
BYRNE, JAMES MAURICE
Park Ridge, Illinois Marketing
BYRNE, RICHARD P.
Chicago, Illinois




Concert Choir 1,2; Ski Club 1,2; Variety
Show 2; President of St. Joseph Manor
3; Historical Society 3,4.
CHAUSSE, YVONNE MARIE
Oak Park, Illinois Education
SNEA 2,3,4; Kappa Delta Epsilon 4.
CIESLAK, LEE J.
DesPlaines, Illinois Law
Phi Alpha Delta 1,2,3; Student Bar Assoc.
1,2,3.
CIGRANG, KATHLEEN ANN
Chicago, Illinois Personnel Mgmt.





Vice President Nursing Class 4.
COBINE, CRAIG JOHN
Melrose Park, Illinois Philosophy
DAMMANN, GORDON EDWARD
Villa Park, Illinois Dentistry
Psi Omega 1,2,3,4; Student Council 1,2;




CALM 1; Alpha Tau Delta 3, Social
Chairman 4; Orientation Week, Greek




DE LEO, JOSEPHINE A.
Oak Park, Illinois Education
Coed Club 1; Historical Society 3; Kappa
Delta Epsilon Treasurer 4.
DE LONGIS, SALVATORE PETER




Loyola Men 1,2; Gonzaga House Council
2,3,4; Afro-American 3,4; Advisory
Board 2.
CORTINO, JAMES MARK
Melrose Park, Illinois Biology
Sigma Pi. 3,4.
DILG, RICHARD
Morton Grove, Illinois Chemistry
CASSIDY, LEE GEORGE
Schiller Park, Illinois Marketing




Elmwood Park, Illinois Mathematics
Sigma Pi 2,3,4; Math Club 4.
DOLAN, THOMAS CHRISTOPHER III
Chicago. Illinois Personnel
Alpha Sigma Phi 1,2,3,4; Alumni Secre-
tary 2; Associate Editor of TOMMAHAWK
3; IFC 2,3,4; SAB 3,4; Arts Council 2;
Nursing Delegate 3; Tri-Council 2; SAB
3,4; Homecoming Chairman 3; Treasurer
4; SAM 4; THE BUSINESS REVIEW




Phi Mu 2,3,4; Circumference 3,4; His-
torical Society 1,2,3; Coed Club 1,2.






Evergreen Park, Illinois Psychology








Forest Park, Illinois English
Alpha Phi Omega 2,4, President 3.
DUFFALO, MARILYN JOAN
Cleveland, Ohio Biology
Wasmann Biological Society 1, UIL 2,










Phi Chi 1,2,3,4; Phi Eta Sigma; SAMA,
FITZGERALD, PATRICIA ANNE
Chicago, Illinois Political Science
International Club 1; Sodality 1; Tri Arts
Club 1; Young Democrats 1; Variety Show
2; Theta Phi Alpha 3,4.
FONTANA, GAIL ANN
Chicago, Illinois Mathematics
Loyola Concert Choir 1,2,3; Math Club 4.
DUST, MARGARET CECILE
Dyer, Indiana Political Science
Women's Rifle Team 1; Ski Club 1;
President Chamberlain Hall 3, Secretary
2; LRWA Vice Chairman 3; Managing
Editor Loyolan 4; Chairman Dean of
Women's Convocation 4; Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities 4,
Student Associates of Loyola 2.
DYTRYCH, PAUL ALAN
Chicago, Illinois Finance
ROTC 1,2,3,4; Gold Torch 1,2,3,4; Delta
Sigma Pi 1,2,3, President 4; IFC Dele-
gate; Blue Key 3, Treasurer 4; Class
Vice President 3; Class Secretary-




Historical Society 1,2; Young Democrats






Park Ridge, Illinois Education
SNEA 3; Kappa Delta Epsilon 4.
FORMAN, LINDA DAVIS
Skokie, Illinois




Circumference 3,4; Coed Club 1,2,3,4,
Vice President 3; German Club Vice







Spanish Club 3; Phi Mu 4; Circumference
4.
GORCZYCA, ELAINE MARY









Oak Park, Illinois History
Alpha Sigma Nu 3,4; Blue Key 3, Vice
President 4; Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha 4; Debate 2,3, President 4.
FRANCIS, RODERICK EDWARD
Chicago, Illinois Psychology
Alpha Sigma Phi 2,3,4; Class Vice Presi-
dent 2; Scheduling Editor Loyolan 3;
Loyola News 4, Scabbard and Blade 3,4;










Rockford, Illinois Political Science
FREY, JOAN ELIZABETH
Chicago, Illinois Nursing
Wasmann Biological Society 1; Kappa
Beta Gamma 1,2, Treasurer 3.
GEOFFROY, THOMAS P.
Chicago, Illinois
Loyolan 2,3. Editor in Chief 4.
HAUPERS, WILLIAM SMITH
Psychology Chicago, Illinois
Alpha Delta Gamma 2,3,4.
Sociology
FRONCZAK, STANLEY WALTER
Chicago, Illinois Biology GERNER, DENNIS PAUL








Alpha Delta Gamma 2,3,4; Blue Key 3,4;




Kappa Beta Gamma 1,2,3,4; Coed Club
1,2,3,4; Human Relations Club 3.
HENRICHS, FRANCES ANTOINETTE
Chicago, Illinois Psychology
Coed Club 1,2,3,4; Women's Rifle Team
2,3,4.
GALEY, GLENN EDWARD






Alpha Sigma Alpha 2,3,4; Pi Delta Phi
President 4; Treasurer 2; Phi Sigma
Tau 3,4; Circumference 4; Historical
Society 1,2,3,4; Editor of Journal 3,4;
Co-Ed Club 1; Modern Language Club
1,2,3; Concert Choir 4.
HICKEY. GERTRUDE GALE
Chicago, Illinois History
Coed Club 1,2,3; Historical Society 1,2,
Journal Circulation Editor 3,4; Readers
Circle 1; Young Democrats 1; Circum-







Loyola News 2; Chardin Anthropological















Class Senate 2, Historical Society 2,
Loyolan 4.
KOSOWSKI, KENNETH JOSEPH




Karate Club 3; Wasmann Biological So-
ciety 3, President 4; Loyola News 3;
Physics Club 4; ACS 4.
KRAL, BARBARA CHRISTINE
Lincolnwood, Illinois Nursing
SAL 2,3; Alpha Tau Delta 1,2, Social
Chairman 3, Pledge Nistress 4; Military




Concert Choir 1,2; Nursing Council Social
Chairman; L.S.G.A. Assembly; Junior




Vice President Student Bar Assoc. 3,
Alpha Sigma Nu 3, Phi Alpha Delta 2.
KAROLEWSKI, PAULETTE JEANINE
Chicago, Illinois Anthropology




Sigma Pi, 2,3,4; Wasmann Biological
Society 1.
KEEFE, JOHN THOMAS
Oak Park, Illinois Political Science
KRIER, DIANE HELEN
Chicago, Illinois Sociology
Loyolan Editor-in-Chief 3; Orientation
Week Secretary 3; Secretary Student Ac-
tivities Board 4; Pi Delta Epsilon 3;




Coed Club 1,2; Phi Mu 2, Rush Chairman
3, President 4; Panhel Delegate 3,4; Math




Tau Delta Phi 2,3.
Economics KEILING, NANCY C.
Chicago, Illinois Sociology




Phi Sigma Tau 4.
Biology
JABLONSKI, ROBERT C. S.J.
Chicago, Illinois Philosophy KENNEDY, THOMAS EDWARD
Chicago, Illinois Personnel Mgmt.
SAM 3,4.
LAMBERTLMARYE.





Wasmann Biological Society, Delta Sigma
Phi 2,3,4; Chairman IFC Judicial Board 3.
KIMAID. SUZANNE MARY
Leroy, New York Nursing




Kappa Beta Gamma 1,2,3, Treasurer 4.
LANDERS, JOHN HAROLD
Niles, Illinois Accounting
Accounting Club 3,4; SAM 3, Treasurer





Psychology Club 1,2; Alpha Sigma Alpha
3, Vice President 4.
JAYNES, LAWRENCE CLIFFORD
Oak Park, Illinois Mathematics
Rifle Team 1; Math Club 1.
KOCH, MARDELLE E.
Chicago, Illinois
Phi Sigma Tau 3,4.
Mathematics
KOHOUT, WILLIAM FRANK
Naperville, Illinois Personnel Mgmt.
LA ROCCA, TERRENCE JAMES
Chicago, Illinois History
Historical Society 3,4; Human Relations
Club 3.
LASICA, DONALD PAUL
Cicero, Illinois Political Science
Alpha Delta Gamma 1,2,3 Vice President




Phi Chi 4; Class Vice President 1,2.
LAZARZ, SANDRA LOUISE
Rockford, Illinois Anthropology
Kappa Beta Gamma 2,3,4; Chardin An-




ACS 2,3,4; Honors Council 1,2,3,4.
LENIHAN, BONNIE JEAN
Chicago, Illinois




Loyola News 1,2,3; Coed Club 2,3; His-




Marketing Club 3, Vice President 4.
LISZKA, RUTH ANN
Chicago, Illinois Personnel Mgmt.
IIL 2,3,4; SAL 2. Chairman 3; SAM 3,








Beta Alpha Psi President; Accounting








Loyola News Assistant Sports Editor 2;
Loyolan Business Manager 3, Editor-in-
Chief 4; Loyola Concert Choir 4.
MARCINIAK, KENNETH A.
Norridge, Illinois
Alpha Sigma Nu 3,4.
MEIER, JO ANNE KAY
Skokie, Illinois Nursing
Alpha Tau Delta 1,2,3,4; Circumference
3,4; Freshman Class Secretary 1, Nursing
Council 1, Tri Council Secretary 2, So-
rority Panhel Delegate and Delegate to
SAB 4, Panhel Council 4.
MENNELLA, CAMILLE HELENE
Chicago, Illinois Education
Kappa Delta Epsilon Vice President 4.
MICHELS, KATHLEEN ANN
Indianapolis, Indiana Sociology
Student Council Rome Center 2; LSGA
Public Relations 3, Cadence 3,4; Dean's
Advisory Committee Secretary 4.
MILLER, KEVIN JOHN
Chicago, Illinois Personnel Mgmt
MINI, JANET MARIE
LaSalle, Illinois English
Equestrian Club 1; Modern Language
Association 1,2; Italian Club 2; Historical




DesPlaines, Illinois Political Science













Phi Chi Theta President 3, Vice Presi-
dent 4; Ski Club 1,2, Vice President 3,4;
Loyolan Staff 2; Marketing Club 2,3,4;
Business Coed Club 2,3; Business Ad-
visory Council 4, Panhel 3,4.
MARNOWSKI, JAMES A.
Chicago, Illinois Political Science
Historical Society 1,2,3,4; Student Coun-
cil 3,4; Student Bar Association 2,3,4;
Track Team 1.2.
MARTIN, KATHLEEN CLAIRE
Melrose Park, Illinois Sociology
Human Relations Club 2, Secretary-
President 3.
MARZANO, JAMES PASCHAL
Villa Park, Illinois Marketing
Marketing Club 3, President 4; Loyola
News 3, LT News Editor 4; SAB Winter
Programs Council Chairman 4, Class
Vice President 4; LSGA Assembly 4;
Orientation Week Vice-Chairman 4.
MATTIA, RALPH
Elmhurst, Illinois Political Science
Sigma Pi 2,3,4; Campion Hall Senate 3;
Elections Governing Committee 4.
MEEHAN, MICHAEL F.
Evanston, Illinois Sociology
Phi Kappa Theta 4; Human Relations
Club 3; Student Council 4.
MONTALVO, FANNYS.
Chicago, Illinois Psychology
Physics Club 1; Loyola Concert Choir 3,4.
MOTZNY, CHRISTINE ANNE
Chicago, Illinois Nursing




Chamberlain Hall Treasurer 2; Alpha
Sigma Alpha 2,3,4; Circumference 3,4;
Winter Festival 3.

















Loyola News Staff 2,3, Associate Editor
4; Pi Delta Epsilon President 4; Staff
Member Rome Center Yearbook.
MURPHY, MICHAEL JOHN
Chicago, Illinois Psychology
Scabbard and Blade 3,4; Loyola News
3,4; Torch Editor 4.
MCAVOY.PAULB.
Chicago, Illinois Medicine
SAMA 1,2,3,4; Class Representative 1,2.
MC CARTHY, BRAIN R.
Chicago, Illinois Marketing
Marketing Club 1,2; Young Republicans
1; Delta Sigma Pi 2,4, Vice President 3;
SAL 2,3,4.
MC DONALD, EILEEN ANNE
Chicago, Illinois Nursing
UIL 2, Secretary 3; Karate Club 4.
MC GINN EDWARD M.
Rock Falls, Illinois Political Science




Alpha Kappa Psi 2,3, President 4; Blue
Key 3, Alumni Secretary 4; Student Judi-
cial Board 3,4; Business Council 1,2;
Tri-Council 3, Debate Team 1,2; Young
Democrats 1, Treasurer 2; Econ-Finance








Math Club 3, Vice President 4.
NOVOSELSKY, DAVID ALAN
Lincolnwood, Illinois History
Tau Delta Phi 1,2,3,4; Loyola News Col-
umnist 4, LSGA 4; WLUC 4; Variety









CALM 2; Kappa Delta Epsilon 4.
MC LAUGHLIN, PATRICIA J.
Evergreen Park, Illinois Psychology
Phi Sigma Tau 3,4.




Young Republicans 1,2; Math Club 2,4,
Secretary 3; Phi Mu 1,2,4, Secretary 3;
Circumference 3,4; Historical Society 4.
O'CONNOR, WILLIAM MICHAEL
Franklin Park, Illinois Political Science
Loyola News 2, News Editor 3, Editor
4; SAB Lectures and Symposiums Chair-
man 2,3; Orientation Week Area Chair-
man 2; Communique Editor 2; Student






Oak Park, Illinois Mathematics
Student Government 1,2; Advisory Board
















Soccer Team Co-founder 1, Secretary 2,
President 3, Coarc 4; SAB Social Action
Committee 2; Alpha Sigma Nu 3,4; Phi
Sigma Tau 3, Secretary 4; German Club
3; Honors Council 4; Loyola News 4.
PFAFF, MARIANNE BRIGITTE
Chicago, Illinois Accounting
Business Coed Club 1,2; Phi Chi Theta
Recording Secretary 3, Panhel Delegate
4; Panhel Secretary 4; Accounting Club 4.
PICTOR, VIRGINIA MAJCHEREK
Calumet City, Illinois Nursing
Alpha Tau Delta 1,2,3,4; St. Joseph Ju-
diciary Council 1,3; Class Vice President
2, Tri-Council Nursing Representative 2;






Chardin Anthropological Society 1, Choir
1; Historical Society 2,3,4; Loyola News
3,4; Campion Hall Man of the Year 3,
Resident of the Week 3,4; Campion Hall
Student Assembly 2, Treasurer 3,4,
Executive Board 3,4; SAB Fine Arts 3,
Treasurer 4, Decorations 3; Supreme
Student Judiciary Board 4; Foreign Stu-
dent Assoc. Treasurer 4; International




Sigma Pi 1,2, Secretary 3,4; SAB Serv-
ice Chairman 3,4; Wasmann Biological




Concert Choir 3; Chapel Aide 3,4.
RASMUSEN, LINDA ANN
Gary, Indiana Nursing
Mission to Mexico; Spring Festival, Cir-







Chicago, Illinois Personnel Mgmt. REAGAN, THOMAS FRANCIS
Chicago, Illinois




Kappa Delta Epsilon; Panhel Delegate.
PISANO, LOUIS C.
Chicago, Illinois Accounting
Phi Kappa Theta 2,4, Treasurer 3, Ath-







SNEA 3, Convention Delegate 2.
PATTERSON, CORDELIA GAIL
Chicago, Illinois Mathematics
Coed Club 1,2, Publicity-Membership
Chairman 3. President 4; Math Club 2,3,
Treasurer 4; Circumference 3, Vice
President 4; Kappa Beta Gamma 1,2,3,
Rush Chairman 4.
PISKORSKI, ALFRED RICHARD
Chicago, Illinois Personnel Mgmt.
Rifle Team 1, Treasurer 2, Secretary 3,
President 4; Delta Sigma Phi 2,4, Social
Chairman 3; Scabbard and Blade 3,4;
ROTC Student Board of Governors Treas-
urer 4; SAM 4.
POND, ELLEN FRANCES
East Rochester, New York English





Delta Sigma Phi 1,2,3,4; IFC President
3, Delegate to LSGA 4, Judicial Board 4;
Class Vice President 4, President Upper
Class Senate 3, Organizations Develop-
ment Committee 3; SAB Usher Chairman
Spring Festival; Blue Key 4; Karate Club
Director 2,3,4, Assistant Instructor 2,3,4.
RICCIO, TERRENCE PHILLIP
Chicago, Illinois Accounting
Business Council Secretary 1. Treasurer
2; Class President 1,2; Tri-Council 2;
SAB 2, Chairman 3; Alpha Delta Gamma
1,2, President 3,4; Blue Key 3,4; IFC
3,4.
PETERS, FRANK EDWARD
Danville, Illinois Political Science




Campion Hall Executive Secretary 2,
Social Chairman 2,3, President 3,4, Senate
1,2,3,4; Supreme Student Judiciary Board
3; Blue Key 3,4.
RICHTER. ALICE EVE
Chicago, Illinois Dentistry




Aurora, Illinois Political Science
Blue Key 3,4; Phi Sigma Tau 3,4; Alpha
Sigma Nu 3,4; Committee on Student
Personnel Services; Tri-Council Delegate
at Large 2; Editor-in-Chief Communique
2; Assistant House Manager Gonzaga Hall
2; Vice President LSGA 3; Loyola Men
Vice President 2; President Student As-
sembly 3; President's Medallion Winner.
RINALDO, ELLEN CHRISTINE
Youngstown, Ohio Mathematics
Debate Team 1,2,3, Publicity Director 4;
Loyola News Copy Editor 4; Honors Coun-
cil 3,4; Phi Sigma Tau 3, Vice President
4; Delta Sigma Rho 3,4; Circumference









Women's Rifle Team 1,2,3; UIL 1,2,3;
Concert Choir 3; SNAI 2, SAB Fine Arts
Committee 3; Student Health Organization;




Chicago, Illinois Political Science
President of the Loyola Student Govern-
ment Association; Class President 2,3;
SAB Delegate; Student Judiciary Board 3;
Blue Key 3,4; Loyola News 1,2; Advisory
Board 3; Committee on Student Personnel
Services 4; Chairman LSGA Constitutional
Convention 3; Arts Council 2,3; Tri-
Council.
SAWICKI. JOHN MICHAEL
Blue Island, Illinois Biology
Alpha Delta Gamma 1,2,3,4; Student Ac-
tivities Board 1,2,3; IFC 2,3, Public Re-
lations Secretary, Judicial Board; Was-
mann Biological Society 2,3.
SCHEURICH, GREGORY MICHAEL
Chicago, Illinois Political Science




Chicago, Illinois Political Science
Loyola News 2, News Editor 3, Govern-
ment Editor 3, Editor-in-Chief 4; Blue
Key 3, President 4; Student Judiciary
Board 3; Alpha Sigma Nu; Pi Delta Epsi-
lon Vice President; Delta Sigma Rho;
Honors Council 2, Vice President 3,4;
Arts Council Assembly 2; Campion Hall




Campion Hall-North President 1,2, Sen-
ator 3; Sigma Pi 1,4, IFC Delegate 2,3.
IFC Rush Chairman 3, Secretary 4; Was-













Chicago, Illinois Political Science
Rangers 2,3,4; Gold Torch 1,2,3,4; Young
Republicans 2,3,4; Young Americans for
Freedom 2,3,4; Youth for Nixon 4.
SCHMIDT, JOHN ROBERT
Chicago, Illinois History
Historical Society 2; Bowling Team 2,3,




Alpha Kappa Psi Social Committee Chair-
man 3,4; Class Senator 2,3.
SCHUETT, PATRICIA
Oak Park, Illinois Nursing
Variety Show 1; Supreme Student Judici-
ary Board 3,4; LRWA 3,4; Circumfer-




Loyolan Graduate Editor 3; Pi Delta Ep-
silon 3, Secretary 4; Loyola News Ad-
vertising Manager 3, Business Manager




Alpha Sigma Alpha 3,4; Human Relations




SAMA 1,2,3,4; AMA 1,2.3,4.
Medicine
SHAULIS, RICHARD JOHN
North Chicago, Illinois Sociology
SAB Treasurer 3, Independent Delegate
3, Service Chairman 2; Lithuanian Club
President 2; Spanish Club 2,3; Chairman
Mission to Mexico 2.
SIWEK, RICHARD JAMES
Chicago, Illinois Political Science
SKIPTON, ROBERT WILLIAM
Pontiac, Illinois Political Science
LSGA Public Relations Committee 3,
Chairman Food, Service and Housing 4
Dorm Senate 2,3; Young Democrats 1,2




Phi Kappa Theta Corresponding Secre-
tary 2,3, Vice President of Social Ac-
tivities 3; Gold Torch 1,2; Young Republi-
cans 1; SAM 2,3.
SOSKA, ALBERT FLORIAN
Chicago, Illinois Political Science
SHEENY, JAMES CHRISTOPHER
Chicago, Illinois Personnel









Loyola News Staff 1,2,3; SNAI 1,2; SAB
Delegate 3; Chamberlain Hall Treasurer
1; WIHC 1; Pi Delta Epsilon 4; Circum-








United World Federalists 4; Cadence 4;
Concert Choir 4; Philosophy Club 3.
SIGALOS, JOANNE CAROL
Chicago, Illinois Education
Coed Club 1; Alpha Sigma Alpha 3,4.
SMITH, CAROL ANN
Chicago, Illinois







Park Forest, Illinois Sociology
SOBANSKI, VIRGINIA MARIE
Chicago, Illinois Anthropology
Chardin Anthropological Society 1,2,3,4.
STACK, THOMAS ANTHONY
Chicago, Illinois Biology





Wasmann Biological Society 2,3,4.
STUMPF, CHARLES J.
Palos Park, Illinois Marketing
Track Team 1,2,3,4; Marketing Club 3,4.
SUAREZ, LUIS A.
Chicago, Illinois Biology
Spanish Club Treasurer 3, Assistant
Newspaper Editor 3; Wasmann Biological





Beta Alpha Psi 4, Secretary 3; Beta




Phi Beta Pi 1,2,3,4.
SULLIVAN, JOHN P.
Chicago, Illinois Personnel Mgmt.
Phi Kappa Theta 2,3,4; IFC 2,3; SAM 3.
SWEENEY, MARIELLEN THERESE
Oak Park, Illinois Education







Delta Sigma Pi 2,3, Historian 4; Account-





LSGA 3,4; Coed Club 3,4; Loyola News









Loyola News 1; SNEA 2, President 3.
TOMOZAK, DREW ROBERT
Chicago, Illinois Biology








Chardin Anthropological Society Vice
President 2, Treasurer 3.
TURNER, DOROTHY JEAN
Chicago, Illinois Nursing
Drama Club 2; Alpha Tau Delta 3,4.
TUZZOLINO, GERALD
Chicago, Illinois Management








St. Joseph Manor Judiciary Board 2,3;
Concert Choir 2; LOYOLAN Copy Editor
4; Loyola News 4.
VANDE VOORT, RICHARD L. C.S.V.
Chicago, Illinois Speech




Class Senate 2; Coed Club 1,2,3; Kappa








LSGA Delegate-at-Large 3; Circumfer-
ence 3,4; Kappa Beta Gamma 2,3,4; Coed
Club 1,2,3.
VERDUN, COLETTE ANN
Tinley Park, Illinois Political Science






Chicago, Illinois Political Science
Loyola News 3,4; International Relations
Club Vice President 3,4; Young Demo-
crats 2, Corresponding Secretary 3,4;




Xi Psi Phi 1,2,3,4; St. Apollonia Guild





SNAI 1,2; Varsity Cheerleader 1,2; Mili-
tary Ball Queen Runner-up.
YUZNA, LOIS ANN
West Allis, Wisconsin Accounting
Delaware Hall Secretary 2; Business Coed














Elk Grove Village, Illinois Biology




St. Joseph's Judiciary Board 2, Floor




SAB Fine Arts Committee Secretary 4.
WAWZENSKI, LINDA A.
Berwyn, Illinois English
Debate 1, Secretary 2,3,4; Phi Sigma
Tau 3,4; Circumference 4.
WERBOWECKY, JOHN PAUL
Chicago, Illinois Psychology
Gold Torch 1,2,3,4; Scabbard and Blade
3,4; Ukranian Club 4.















































































































































































































Surchett, Robert . . . . 1 297
iurger, Joseph 164,172,297
Surke, Daniel 297


























































Creighton, Matthew, S. J 108
Cremieux, Richard 299
Crimmins, Maureen 255



























































































































































































































































































Grollig. Francis, S.J 103






























































Hennessy, Mary Beth 199
Hendricksen, Michael 274
Henrichs, Frances 279,308
Hereley, Mary Beth 193
Herley. Betty 196

















































































































































Koechel, J. W 113
Kohout, William 311











































La Brecque, Denny 264


























Le Blanc, Mariette 76
Le Cour, Carol 289
Lee, Donald 99







Le Rocca, Terry 313























Lo Sasso, Sandi 274
Losurdo, Dina 99,280


































































































































































Murphy, John, S.J 108
Murphy, John C 319










































































































































































































































































































































































Scott, Captain Robert 279
Seagreen, Stan 164,181













































































































































































































Von Kaenel, George, S. J 71,73

















Walsh, J. J U3









































































Yock. Mary Kay 276
Yock, Tom 275










































Alpha Delta Gamma 166-167
Alpha Kappa Lambda 168-169
Alpha Kappa Psi 170-171
Alpha Omega 204
Alpha Phi Omega 172-173
Alpha Sigma Alpha 190-191
Alpha Sigma Nu 212
Alpha Sigma Phi 174-175
Alpha Tau Delta 198-199
Alumni Council 21






Beta Alpha Psi 211
Beta Gamma Sigma 211
Biology Department 104
Blue Key 213
Board of Lay Trustees 25
Bowling 98
Business Law Department 106




Chardin Anthropological Society 250
Chemistry Department 107










Dean of Admissions 70
Debate Club 257
Delaware Hall 224-225
Delta Sigma Delta 205
Delta Sigma Phi 176-177
Delta Sigma Pi 178-179
Delta Sigma Rho 217















Arts and Sciences 294-335
Dental School 336-341
Law School 342-345
School of Medicine 346-349







Human Relations Club 262




Kappa Beta Gamma 192-193
Kappa Delta Epsilon 200-201
Karate 99
Kenmore Hall 230-231




Loyola Dance Band 265
Loyolan 270-273
Loyola News 266-269
Loyola Residence Women's Association 243
Loyola Student Government Association 274-276






Medical Center Council 28
Medical School 48-53
Men's Inter-Hall Council 242
Men's Rifle Team 279
Mertz Hall 232-233
Military Ball 140-141
Military Science Department 116
Modern Languages Department 117




Parents Associates of Loyola 29
Phi Beta Pi 207
Phi Chi 208
Phi Chi Theta 202-203
Phi Delta Phi 215
Phi Kappa Theta 182-183
Phi Mu 194-195




Pi Alpha Lambda , 180-181
Pi Delta Epsilon 215
Placement Bureau 75
Political Science Department 121
President of the University 18
President's Ball 136-137
Readers Circle 283
Saint Joseph Manor 234-235
Saint Mary's 264-265
Scabbard and Blade 216
School of Social Work 62-63
Sigma Pi 184-185
Society for the Advancement of Management 286
Sociology Department 123
Stebler Hall 236-237
Student American Dental Association 287
Student Counselors 71
Student Personnel Services 76-77
Students for a Democratic Society 288
Swimming 92-96
Tau Delta Phi 186-187




Theta Phi Alpha 196-197
Track 97




Wasmann Biological Society 289
Winthrop Hall 238-239
Winter Festival 158-159
Xi Psi Phi 210
Young Democrats 291
Young Republicans 291
On this page, I am taking the opportunity of thanking
certain people who were associated with this Loyolan;
list the changes instituted; and give a short summary
of the year.
The people I would particularly like to thank are
our moderator, Dr. Catherine Jarrott; our technical
advisor, Bernard Cullen; and our sales representa-
tive, Bob Moorhead. The graduate pictures were
taken by Austen Field Studios and Root Studios. I
would also like to thank Walsworth Publishing Com-
pany for their consideration and fine workmanship.
The style of the book has been altered considerably
with a new four-color, 16 page introduction. Also
special effects were used in several areas to vary
the composition. The Greek sections were enlarged
to include two pages for each fraternity or sorority,
and artwork in a graffiti style was another innova-
tion. The cover is Buckram, a new material of a
heavier substance and unique grain. We also at-
tempted to develop a certain degree of originality in
the group pictures, such as Tau Delts, Tekes, Cur-
tain Guild, SDS, etc. Unfortunately, several groups
did not have much in the realm of originality and
some pictures are wanting as far as creativity is
concerned. But I'll say one thing for these groups,
they certainly didn't lack apathy!
Now that the 1969 Loyolan is in the hands of the
students, I feel safe recapping the events and high-
points of the year. I should preface the following
with a statement that all opinions are my own; and
I am to be held responsible for any omissions, in-
novations or radical changes in this Loyolan.
The year began in a well organized manner.
I found myself in three places at once; the staff
was only half-picked; our contract still awaiting
signing by the administration; orientation ended and
classes begun; and the beginnings of scheduling for
group pictures producing meager results. By Octo-
ber, we had finally begun and, in a flurry of activity
which left the staff utterly pooped, we turned in 16
pages November 15th. In a concerted effort, we
managed to miss our first, second and third dead-
lines by more than 50% each time. Finally, after a
humorous lecture to the staff on the benefits of meet-
ing deadlines, the work mysteriously started to
come in. Through my example, the staff was motivat-
ed to push their efforts even further. Consequently,
the Loyolan grew daily in depth.
Through a harried six weeks in January (over Christ-
mas break) and February (over semester break),
the staffs production exceeded my humblest expecta-
tions. We managed to finally meet our third dead-
line on February 5th (three weeks late) . This event
occasioned some excitement on the staffs part, —
until we looked to the material yet to be done. An
emergency meeting was called to discuss the hectic
pace we were setting. From this meeting came the
ultimatum (from the higher echelon), "Finish at
any cost". And we did! In the next 16 days, our out-
put was 154 pages. The Loyolan was finalized on
February 23th at 5:00 PM.
Everyone's comment — "I'll drink to that!" And
brother, did we celebrate!
editor's note
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